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Abstract. A quasi-analytical methodology was developed to model combined conduction-
radiation heat transfer through the thickness of a reective multi-layer insulator. This
methodology was validated based on the experimental result. It can be applied to the
initial design of high-temperature multi-layer insulators. Traditionally, radiation thermal
conductivity approximation was employed for the initial stages of design. Despite the ac-
ceptable accuracy of this approach in steady state cases, it yields some unacceptable errors
when thermal load is transient. It was shown that the older version of this methodology
could not predict maximum temperature and time of occurrences by acceptable margins.
The developed model originated from the radiation thermal conductivity approximation.
Unlike the primitive one, the developed model shows acceptable performance in transient
cases. This model was developed with emphasis on thermal emittance through the thickness
of the insulator. It can predict the maximum temperature of a structure and its occurrence
time with an error less than 4%.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Di�erent approaches are used to simulate radia-
tion heat transfer through the thickness of high-
temperature insulators [1]. Petrov compared three
di�erent approaches in this �eld: two-ux, di�usion,
and e�ective thermal conductivity [2]. E�ective ther-
mal conductivity approximation is inherently simple
and does not require radiation heat transfer equation.
This approach is popular, especially for researches in
the �eld of design or sizing of the high-temperature
insulators [3,4]. For example, an ordinary equation
is proposed for the radiative thermal conductivity of
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space shuttle tiles [5]. Streed also developed and
utilized an equation to calculate radiative thermal
conductivity of the multi-layer insulator. This model
was veri�ed experimental based on results in the steady
state case [6]. Radiation heat transfer is dominant, es-
pecially through the thickness of porous insulators [7].
Lacroix evaluated the e�ective thermal conductivity of
porous matrices experimentally and analytically [8].

However, e�ective thermal conductivity does not
provide accurate results in transient cases. It appears
that this inaccuracy originates from the fact that the
e�ective thermal conductivity approach does not con-
sider local optical properties of tiny elements through
the thickness of the insulator. Di�usion and two-ux
approaches are more accurate in the transient case [2].
Di�usion approach simulates radiative heat transfer in
optically thick insulators well [9,10]. This approach
is normally used to calculate the e�ective thermal
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conductivity of di�erent insulators [11]. However, two-
ux approach can be applied to both cases of optically
thin or thick insulators. Two-ux approach is widely
used to simulate the heat transfer behavior of �brous
insulation [12,13].

The reective multilayer materials could be used
as an insulator within integrated Thermal Protection
Systems (TPS) [14]. Di�erent theoretical models
were proposed to simulate radiation heat transfer in
reective multilayer insulators [15{17]. Furthermore,
Daryabeigi used both two-ux and di�usion approxi-
mations to simulate radiation heat transfer through a
multilayer insulator utilized in an integrated TPS [17{
19].

The two-ux approach yields a boundary value
problem, which normally should be solved numeri-
cally [20,21]. If the insulator does not absorb radiation
energy, the boundary value problem will be simpli�ed
and can be solved analytically. An analytical solution
yields an equation for radiative thermal conductiv-
ity [22]. This methodology was utilized to propose the
e�ective thermal conductivity of space shuttle tiles for
steady-state cases [23].

In this paper, a quasi-analytical model is de-
veloped to simulate heat transfer through a high-
temperature reective multilayer insulator. Due to the
inherent simplicity of this model, it is suitable for the
design process of high-temperature insulators. First,
for simpli�cation, it is assumed that the absorption
mechanism does not have a considerable e�ect on the
thermal response of the insulator. This assumption
yields a simpli�ed two-ux boundary value problem,
which can be solved analytically. This model is applied
to a transient case and results are compared with the
experimental results. It is shown that the thermal
response of this model is not accurate in this case. In
the following, the absorption mechanism is given in a
simpli�ed form and applied to the model, yielding a
quasi-analytical methodology that reduces the suscep-
tibility of the model to error for the transient case.

2. Mathematical model

Heat transfer through a multi-layer insulator could be
modeled by the heat transfer equation. Conduction
and radiation heat transfer modes of heat transfer could
be separated, as illustrated in Eq. (1):

�CP
@T
@t

= K
@2T
@x2 � dqr

dx
: (1)

It is considered that energy is transmitted to the
external hot side of the insulator (x = 0) by convection.
However, on the cold side of the insulator (x =
L), energy is transmitted to the substrate from the
interface of structure and insulator, as presented in
Eq. (2):

Figure 1. Boundary conditions of High Temperature
Insulator (HTI).
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where the convection heat ux (qconv) can be found as
qconv = h(T1 � T (0)). Figure 1 clari�es the Boundary
Condition (BC).

Despite the criticisms against applying a one-
dimensional model to the radiative heat trans-
fer [24,25], it is commonly used for simulating combined
conduction and radiation heat transfer [5]. The two-
ux methodology can be employed to �nd the one-
dimensional radiation heat transfer. This methodology
considers two di�erent radiative heat uxes that move
from the hot side to the cold side of the insulator, and
vice versa (see Figure 2). The di�erence between these
heat uxes exhibits radiative heat ux anywhere in the
insulator (Eq. (3)):

qr = I1(x)� I2(x): (3)

Hot to cold and cold to hot radiative heat uxes can be
found by solving the boundary-value di�erential equa-
tion. This �rst-order nonlinear di�erential equation
system is presented in Eq. (4):

dI1(x)=dx = �MI1 +NI2 + P�T 4(x); (4)

dI2(x)=dx = �MI2 +NI1 + P�T 4(x);

in which:

P = Sa;

N = Ss;

M = Ss + Sa:

Scattering and absorbance areas of media are the ratio
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Figure 2. Schematic of internal radiation heat ux.

of the scattered and absorbed light to the total light
hitting the media. This paper focuses on materials that
have low absorptance area and high scattering area,
respectively. Eq. (5) also presents the conditions of the
boundary value system. The described BC is deducted
from Figure 2 as follows:

I1(0) = �T 4(0)"0 + (1� "0)I2(0); (5)

I2(L) = �T 4(L)"L + (1� "L)I1(L):

Radiation heat ux should be calculated at each time
step. Then, radiation heat ux should be substituted
into the heat transfer equation (Eq. (1)). It is implied
that a large amount of computation expense is involved
in simulating radiative heat transfer through the thick-
ness of the high-temperature insulator. Considering
the non-absorbing media (P = 0;M = N) will simplify
Eq. (4), which can be analytically solved. In this case,
radiative heat transfer is determined through Eq. (6):

qr =
�(T 4(0)� T 4(L))

1="0 + 1="L � 1 + SsL
: (6)

Therefore, the heat transfer equation and BC could be
reduced into Eq. (7):

�CP
@T
@t

= K
@2T
@x2 ; (7)
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It is possible to present Eq. (7) in another way. The
term qr in BC of this equation is added to the heat
di�erential equation by considering equivalent conduc-
tivity. Equivalent radiative thermal conductivity can
be written as in Eq. (8):

Krad =
�(T 4(0)� T 4(L))

1="0 + 1="L � 1 + SsL
� L
T (0)� T (L)

=
�L(T (0) + T (L))(T 2(0) + T 2(L))

1="0 + 1="L � 1 + SsL

�= 4�LT 3
mean

1="0 + 1="L � 1 + SsL
: (8)

Further to the above, Eq. (7) is rewritten as Eq. (9)
below:

�CP
@T
@t

= (K +Krad)
@2T
@x2 ; (9)

qconv + (K +Krad)
@T
@x

= �CP
@T
@t

x = 0;

(K +Krad)
@T
@x

= Kstr
@T
@x

+ �CP
@T
@t

x = L:

This methodology has been entitled as e�ective thermal
conductivity approximation in di�erent references [26].
It is easy to demonstrate the similarity between
Eqs. (7) and (9) in steady state cases when @T=@t =
0. E�ectiveness of this methodology was validated
in several steady state cases. Multi-layer reective
insulators reect radiation energy using intermediate
reective surfaces. For more details, see Figure 3.

In�nitesimal thickness of the reective surface
would not a�ect solid thermal conductivity of the
insulator. In this case, the heat transfer equation and
BCs could be written, as given in Eq. (10). In fact,
intermediate surface redirects the major portion of the
radiation energy (i.e., 1�"xint) to the hot side. Another
portion of radiation energy (i.e., "xint) is absorbed
by the reective layer. This point is considered in
symbolizing the mathematical model:

�CP
@T
@t

= K
@2T
@x2 ; (10)

qconv�"�T 4(0)+K
@T
@x
� �(T 4(0)� T 4(xint))

1="0 + 1="xint � 1 + Ssxint

= �CP
@T
@t

x = 0;
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Figure 3. High Temperature Insulator (HTI) with
reective surface.
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If more than one reective surface is used, a math-
ematical model can be developed similarly, which is
called primitive model in this paper. As previously
stated, the absorption mechanism is not considered in
the primitive model.

2.1. Problem solution
The numerical explicit methodology was applied to
solve the transient 1-D heat transfer equation. The
equation and the related BCs were discretized, as given
in Eq. (11):

Tn+1
i = Tni +

K
�Cp�t
(�x)2 (Tn(i�1) � 2Tni + Tn(i+1)): (11)

3. Model assessment

The mathematical model was evaluated in the transient
case. The theoretical model was assessed based on the
experimental result of a multi-layer reective insulator.

Daryabeigi examined an alumina-based insula-
tor with �ve intermediate reective surfaces located
through the thickness of the multi-layer insulator.
The alumina �brous material was placed between the
reective gold-coated layers. The thermal emissivity
of the reective layers was set to 0.1, as measured by
Darayabeigi [16]. Optical properties of alumina �brous
material were considered as follows [27]:

Figure 4. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
of alumina �bers.

Sa = e� (1� !)� �alumina; (12)

Ss = e� ! � �alumina � b;
! = 0:974;

b = 0:268;

e = 53:017 + 0:03879T;

�alumina = 24:3
Kg
m3 :

The thermal capacity of alumina was considered 880
J

kg�C . The solid thermal conductivity of alumina is
shown in Figure 4 [28].

The overall thickness of the insulator was 19.14
mm and reective surfaces were positioned, as de-
scribed by Daryabeigi [16]. To consider light scattering
along the insulator, scattering area of the alumina was
included in the model. However, absorption mechanism
was not applied, as expressed previously.

The underlying structure was positioned 13.3 mm
above a plate. The temperature of this plate was kept
at 297�K using water. An insulator with 13.3 mm
thickness and 24.3 kg/m3 density was placed between
the water-cooled plate and the structure. The tem-
perature of the hot side varied, as shown in Figure 5.
The primitive model was used to examine the transient
structure temperature. Figure 6 shows the numerical
results and compares them with the experimental ones.
A high level of discrepancy between the two sets of
results was observed, especially after 800 seconds when
the hot side of the insulator does not warm, as shown
in Figure 5. It appears that ignoring the absorption
mechanism leads to erroneous results. The mentioned
mechanism is simpli�ed in the following section.

4. Developed model

The absorption mechanism gives rise to two di�erent
phenomena. It absorbs and simultaneously emits
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Figure 5. Time-dependent temperature of the external
hot side of the insulator.

Figure 6. Comparison of the primitive analytical model
and experimental model.

radiation heat ux. These two distinct phenomena are
presented in Eq. (4).

For simpli�cation, the absorption phenomenon
was not considered, while the emittance phenomenon
should be taken into account when the hot side did not
warm. Therefore, it was supposed that the insulator
material located between the reective layers emitted
radiation to the enclosing top and bottom reective
layers. In other words, the energy emitted from each
element of the insulator material con�ned between two
reective layers is divided between its top and bottom
layers, as shown in Figure 7. How this division is
performed is linked to the variations in the temperature
of the external hot side or the internal cold side of the
insulator, the distance between the emitting element
and top or bottom reective layer, temperature, and
thermal emissivity of the top or bottom reective
layers. This issue is detailed in the following.

A portion of the emitted radiative energy from the

Figure 7. Division of the emitted radiation between the
top and bottom surfaces of each layer.

elements located between two near layers absorbed by
the top layer, called Top Layer Share (TLS), is the in-
versely proportional fourth power of the top layer tem-
perature, because the emitted energy is inclined to be
absorbed by the cooler layer. TLS is inversely propor-
tional to the distance of the emitting element from the
top layer. The insulator medium blocks radiative heat
transfer. Therefore, emitted energy will be absorbed
by the layer located closer to the emitting element.

Furthermore, TLS is proportional to the thermal
emissivity of the Top layer. Emitted energy is mostly
absorbed by the layer that has greater thermal emis-
sivity. Bottom Layer Share (BLS) could be achieved in
a similar way.

In addition, TLS depends on the rate of tem-
perature variations of the internal cold and external
hot sides. This dependency is more complicated than
that in the former cases. This dependency corresponds
to a condition in which the emitted energy would
move toward the side that cools faster. If both of
the internal cold and external hot sides get cold, the
TLS will be proportional to the rate of variations in
the temperature of the external hot side; similarly,
the BLS is proportional to the temperature variation
rate of internal cold side. In another case, if the
external hot side temperature is almost constant and
yet, the internal cold side gets warm, TLS will be
twice the rate of BLS. In the same conditions, if the
internal cold side gets cold, BLS will be twice as
large, similarly. However, if the external hot side gets
cold and the internal cold side gets warm, TLS will
be proportional to the temperature variation rate of
the external hot side and also twice the rate of the
temperature variations of the internal cold side. In
addition, BLS will be proportional to the temperature
variation rate of the internal cold side. The analytical
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formulations of TLS and BLS are given as follows:

PTLS = T�4
TOP � L�1

TOP � "TOP

�

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

��@Thot
@t

�� @Thot
@t < 0; @Tcold@t < 0��@Thot

@t

��+ 2� @Tcold
@t

@Thot
@t < 0; @Tcold@t > 0

1 @Thot
@t
�= 0; @Tcold@t < 0

2 @Thot
@t
�= 0; @Tcold@t > 0

(13)

PBLS = T�4
BOT � L�1

BOT � "BOT

�

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

��@Tcold
@t

�� @Thot
@t < 0; @Tcold@t < 0

@Tcold
@t

@Thot
@t < 0; @Tcold@t > 0

2 @Thot
@t
�= 0; @Tcold@t < 0

1 @Thot
@t
�= 0; @Tcold@t > 0

TLS = PTLS=(PTLS + PBLS);

BLS = PBLS=(PTLS + PBLS):

TLS and BLS should be calculated for every element
using the thickness of the insulator at each time step.
Finally, considering thermal emittance through the
thickness of the insulator, the governing equation will
be updated to that presented in Eq. (14), in case of one
reective surface.

�CP
@T
@t

= K
@2T
@x2 � 2�SaT 4; (14)

qconv�"T 4(0)+K
@T
@x
� �(T 4(0)�T 4(xint))

1="0 + 1="xint � 1+Ssxint

+
x=xintZ
x=0

2�SaT 4(x)TLS(x)dx = �CP
@T
@t

x = 0;

K
@T
@x

+
�(T 4(0)� T 4(xint))

1="0 + 1="xint � 1 + Ssxint

� �(T 4(xint)� T 4(L))
1="xint + 1="L � 1 + Ss(L� xint)

+
x=xintZ
x=0

2�SaT 4(x)BLS(x)dx

+
x=LZ

x=xint

2�SaT 4(x)TLS(x)dx = �CP
@T
@t

x = xint;

K
@T
@x

+
�(T 4(xint)� T 4(L))

1="xint + 1="L � 1 + Ss(L� xint)

+
x=LZ

x=xint

2�SaT 4(x)BLS(x)dx = �CP
@T
@t

+Kstr
@T
@x

x = L:

The explicit numerical methodology was used to solve
Eq. (13). As shown in Figure 8, the application of
this model reduces the errors of the primitive model.
The error of the developed analytical model is less than
4%. This model can properly predict the maximum
temperature of the structure and its occurrence time.
Therefore, the model can be applied to the earlier
stages of design.

The main assumption of this model is ignoring the
e�ect of the absorption mechanism on radiation heat
transfer to the structure.

Streed et al. introduced and experimentally ver-
i�ed a model for equivalent radiative thermal conduc-
tivity of the multi-layer insulation systems. This model
considers the absorption mechanism e�ect on radiative
heat transfer, as presented in Eq. (14) [6]:

Kr =
�(T (0)2 + T (L)2)(T (0) + T (L))L

(2Ss + Sa)L2 + (N � 1)( 2
" � 1)

: (15)

Eq. (14) shows that the absorption mechanism impacts
the equivalent radiative thermal conductivity similar

Figure 8. Time-dependent structure temperature when
experimental thermal load is applied.
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Figure 9. E�ect of absorption area variations on the
structure temperature.

to the scattering one. According to Eqs. (11) and
(14), it can be deduced that the absorption mechanism
will reduce the equivalent thermal conductivity only
by less than 0.5%. Therefore, it is perfectly acceptable
to not consider the e�ect of the absorption mechanism.
The following �gure shows the e�ect of absorption area
variations on the structure temperature. As expected,
structure temperature increases if the absorption area
was reduced. On the contrary, it is expected that
increasing the absorption area would decrease temper-
ature of the structure.

According to Figure 9, it is clear that increasing
the absorption area by 30% leads to a decrease in the
maximum structure temperature by 3.5%. However,
if the absorption area is reduced to 30% of its initial
value, the structure temperature will be elevated by
about 22%. Moreover, according to Figure 6, it can be
deduced that if the absorption area is not considered,
the structure temperature would be increased by as
high as 45%. Another important issue depicted in
Figure 9 is that the absorption area shortens the time
required to reach the maximum temperature by 200
seconds.

5. Conclusion

A quasi-mathematical model was developed to simu-
late combined conduction and radiation heat transfer
through the thickness of a high-temperature multi-layer
reective insulator. The model was developed based
on the e�ective thermal conductivity approximation.
It can overcome shortcomings of the e�ective thermal
conductivity approximation in transient thermal load
cases. This model considered the thermal emittance
of insulator elements through the thickness of the
insulator. An engineering analysis was carried out
to estimate how the emitted energy would be split
between the top and bottom reective layers. Then,

the numerical result of the model was compared with
the experimental results in the transient case. The
theoretical result showed good agreement with exper-
imental results. Maximum temperature and time of
occurrences were predicted by an error less than 4%.
In comparison to the two-ux and di�usion models,
the developed model was simpler and required less
computational cost, which is an important issue in the
earlier stages of the design process. Furthermore, this
methodology outperformed other methods in terms of
precision in simulating transient heat transfer.

Nomenclature

� Density of the insulator
CP Speci�c heat capacity of the insulator
K Thermal conductivity of the insulator
T Temperature of the insulator
b Back scattering fraction
t Time
e Speci�c extinction
x Location
qr Radiative heat ux
L Insulator thickness
Lstr Structure thickness
qconv Convection heat ux
T1 Ambient temperature
h Convection coe�cient
I1(x) Radiative heat ux from the hot side

to the cold side
I2(x) Radiative heat ux from the cold side

to the hot side
Kstr Structure Thermal conductivity
Kr Equivalent radiative thermal

conductivity
N Number of layers
Ss Scattering area
Sa Absorbance area
� Stefan-Boltzmann constant
"L Radiative emissivity of the hot side
"0 Radiative emissivity of the cold side
! Albedo of scattering
xint Intermediate reective surface location
"int Intermediate reective surface

emissivity
TLS Top Layer Share
BLS Bottom Layer Share
TTOP Top layer temperature
TBOT Bottom layer temperature
LTOP Distance between emitting element

and top layer
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LBOT Distance between emitting element
and bottom layer

"TOP Top layer thermal emissivity
"BOT Bottom layer thermal emissivity
Tcold Cold side temperature
Thot Hot side temperature
Tmean Mean temperature of insulator
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